This is a large spot welding robot with hollow structure. The necessary cables and hoses are built in to enhance performance and quality, while at the same time pursuing ease of use in spot welding applications.

**Spotted Welding Robot BXP110L/210L**

**Product Description**
- Built-in cables and hoses for tools reduce interference area and widen working area.
- Smallest upper arm width and waist interference radius in the class.
- The highest level of operation performance in the class is achieved by increasing the maximum speed of each axis and improving the acceleration/deceleration/vibration control.

**Features**

**High-density installation image**

**BXP110L/210L achieve the class-leading weight reduction**

BXP110L/210L are the lightest in the reach 2600mm class, and contributes to the weight reduction of the robot installation stand and the equipment around it.